A Brand New Experience Coming from Our Heart
The cabin interior design of China Airlines all-new A321neo,
is inspired by eastern aesthetics and the beauty of Taiwan.
The spacious seat design and conﬁguration provide high
comfort and more engaging travel experiences.
Our cutting-edge technology gives you more personalized
services and greatest satisfaction. To keep the cabin air
clean at all times, A321neo features the High-Eﬃciency
Particulate Air (HEPA) ﬁlter system.

ENTRYWAY
Entryway

A Great Journey Starts from Here
From the stone and persimmon wood texture of walls, the leaf patterns of curtain to the ocean
wave-like patterns of carpets, the design ingenuity is all presenting the beauty of Taiwan.
Especially, the shining butterﬂies projected on the wall, are the metaphor of good fortune in
Chinese homonym. The persimmon wood element, also applied in our NexGen aircraft, is used
to symbolize "Persistent Prosperity", greeting everyone to have a wonderful journey.

PREMIUM BUSINESS CLASS

•180° full-ﬂat ergonomic seating
•15.6" 4K touchscreen
•Highly personal privacy
•Multifunctional storage space
•Wireless charger
•Individual plug sockets & USB port
•Mirror

Premium Business Class

Comfort and Luxury on Every Flight
A luxurious, comfort ﬂight experience begins with the full-ﬂat 180-degree seats. The
seat covers are made from light-gray wool and 3D blue knitted fabric. With a higher
seat partition, you can enjoy the most private and relaxing moment.
China Airlines leads the peck to oﬀer wireless charging service, bluetooth connectivity
for your earbuds or headphones, and phone pairing for screen control, giving our
passengers the most advanced, customized experience on board.

•18" seat width
•120° recline
•13.3" 4K touchscreen
•Four-way adjustable headrest
•Multifunctional Storage Space
•Individual USB port

ECONOMY CLASS

Economy Class

Slim Seatback : An Enjoyable Travel Experience
The minimalist and modern interior design creates a bright and open visual perception.
Even more, China Airlines A321neo features slim seatbacks creating extended pitch
between seats, oﬀering more resting space. Four-way adjustable headrests relieve the
tension of your neck, providing you with a more comfortable journey.

•Phone/tablet pairing for screen control
•Bluetooth connectivity
•Interactive moving map for kids
•High-speed Wi-Fi
•E-Menu
•Picture in Picture (PIP)

ENTERTAINMENT

Entertainment

Industry-leading Innovations on Board
Having more fun by experiencing our advanced inﬂight entertainments.
China Airlines A321neo newly features large sized, 4K high-resolution screen as
well as the most high-speed Wi-Fi service, and oﬀers touchless entertainments
through phone pairing for screen control and bluetooth connectivity for your
earbuds or headphones. Besides, to create a fantastic parent-child time during
our ﬂights, we also launch the whole new interactive moving map for kids.
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Premium Business Class

Lavatory*

Economy class

Coat closet
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SEAT CONFIGURATION
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A321neo
Seat Conﬁguration

Emergency exit seat

Galley

* Lavatories in all cabins are equipped with handrails for passengers with disabilities.

Curtain

Emergency exit

No recline

SEAT FEATURES SUMMARY

A321neo
Cabin Classes

Premium Business Class

180°

Seat
Speciﬁcations

12 seats
61" seat pitch
78" full-ﬂat length

Economy Class

120°

168 seats
31" seat pitch
18" seat width

A321neo In-ﬂight entertainment Options

Shopping

E-Reader

Wi-Fi

Bluetooth
connectivity

Phone/tablet
pairing for
screen control

Movies & TV
shows

Music

Games

110V

Personal
Touchscreen

15.6”

15.6" 4K

13.3”

Power outlet

Wireless charging

(Premium Business Class)

(business class)

Moving map

Connecting ﬂight
information

13.3" 4K

USB port

